[IN]VISIBLE
A Product Concept by Sarthak Kathuria

WHAT?

[In]Visbile is a shower panel, that brings back the idea of a ‘Bucket Bath’. The amount of water that
gets wasted in taking a shower is Invisible to the user (A person on an average uses around 75 litres
of water for a bathing session, more than what’s needed), and so this product includes a visible
water tank, that determines the amount of water one can use for a single bath, which has been kept
equivalent to a bucket full of water (approx 20 Litres). The user can see the water getting used, and
will make sure they conserve as much, to be able to nish their bathing session with the water left in
the tank. This not only makes the user aware of the water they consume, but also helps them train
for a conscious bathing experience, while also contributing towards the conservation of water.

HOW?

The water gets collected in the visible water tank, with a maximum capacity of 20 litres for one
bathing session. The water gets pumped up from there and can be used to enjoy the shower. Like
the bucket baths, the user is aware of the water available at their disposal for the current session,
and it makes them plan their water consumption during their bath accordingly. The touchscreen
smart system can help make certain adjustments like regulating temperature and amount of water to
use.

WHY?
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This has been developed in response to the SDGs ‘Responsible Consumption and Production’ and
‘Clean Water and Sanitation’. The need for conscious consumption is relevant in the present as well
as the future, and thus taking inspiration from traditional sustainable practices, and implementing
them in the modern context becomes important.
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DESIGN VARIANT #1
The form translates the bucket bathing system into a
contemporary linear form language.
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DESIGN VARIANT #2
The form takes inspiration from the movement of water upwards and
translates that ow within the form language of this design.
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DESIGN VARIANT #3
Smart Touchscreen
Operating Panel
The water storage tank takes a twist and gets accumulated in the
top, which gets xed and oriented towards the ceiling.
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